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The Practice of Forgiveness (1) 03/22/2020 

Romans 12:19 Rev. Dr. Sunny Ahn 

 

 

[Story] A man professed quite a list of misgivings through the confessional screen. 

“Son, have you prayed for forgiveness?” “Yes, Father?” “Do you renounce Satan?” 

“Hey, that’s my wife you’re taking about!” 

 

+++ 

 

The persons whom we are to forgive are usually the persons who are NOT socially 

distancing from us. Oftentimes, they are our family members—parents, children, 

brothers and sisters….and friends. 

 

Relationships are one of life’s greatest sources of joy. Yet they can also lead to 

some of our biggest trials. Let’s face it—we won’t be able to get along with 

everyone, because we, the imperfect persons, live in an imperfect world. Every 

human being has been affected by the fall and enters this life as a sinner. 

Furthermore, the fact that we are Christians is itself a source of conflict: Jesus tells 

us that the world will hate us because we are His (John 15:18-20). 

 

Despite all these obstacles, we are to try to be at peace with God, oneself and 

others. This means we should seek to resolve conflicts and do what we can to live 

in harmony. Today’s scripture says, “Never pay back evil for evil or take your own 

revenge” (Romans 12:19). This principle runs counter to human nature; therefore, 

the only way to successfully apply it is through the power and grace of Jesus Christ 

with our willingness to work on it.  

 

For the Lenten Season here at Kona United Methodist Church on the Big Island of 

Hawaii, we have decided to reflect our lives at the light of “Forgiveness,” so we 

can be more forgiving and living at peace and in harmony. Forgiving we talk about 

here is not forgetting. Forgiving is not covering up our hurts or wrongs we have 

done. Forgiveness is not pretending that everything is ok because we forgive others 

who hurt us, and we are forgiven by others whom we hurt. NO, it is not. Forgiving 

is not a destination, but it is a journey. It is a daily journey. For some, it is an 

hourly journey.  

 

So far, we have placed ourselves in the shoes of the persons who are the offended. 

When we talk about forgiving, we naturally place ourselves who have been 
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wronged by others. We use the scripture Romans 12:19 says, “I will not take my 

own revenge because God will pay them back.”  

 

Today, I would like to challenge us to place ourselves in the shoes of the offender. 

At our face, someone says…God will pay you back for what you have done. Yes, 

it is somewhat better than being told, “I will pay you back for what you have 

done.”  

 

To believe or not, there is someone in the world who is not happy with you. The 

fact—we cannot make everyone happy with us. The fact—we will hurt or offend 

someone even though we try our best not to. Sometimes we know we have hurt or 

offended someone….but sometimes we don’t. Today’s practice of forgiveness is 

for the time when we know we have hurt someone. 

 

What is our responsibility when we have hurt/offended someone else? The answer 

can be drawn from the scripture lesson from last week, Matthew 5:23-24,  

 
23“Therefore, if you are offering your gift at the altar and there remember that your 

brother [or sister] has something against you, [clearly because you have offended 

him] 24leave your gift there in front of the altar. First go and be reconciled to your 

brother [and sister]; then come and offer your gift” (NIV). 

 

The instruction is clear. At the moment we realize that we have offended someone, 

Jesus says…STOP, GO, RECONCIL, and RETURN. In church, oftentimes the 

word “GO” is associated to the Great Commission—Go and make disciples of 

Jesus Christ (Matthew 28:16-20). Here, there is another “GO” in the Bible—Go to 

reconcile and forgive.  

 

We are to go, personally if possible, [at least by phone or letter] confess the wrong 

and our sorrow over the offense and seek the forgiveness of the one we have 

wounded. THEN, we are free to return to God in worship and prayer! 

 

What if the person won’t forgive? We must remember that I am responsible for 

me and you are responsible for you. The important thing for each of us is that with 

the right motive and the right spirit, we are to humble ourselves and attempt to 

make things right. God will honor our efforts! 

 

The one offended may need time—occasionally lots of time—first to get over the 

shock and next, to have God bring about a change in his/her heart. Sometimes they 
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may not accept our apology – that we must leave with God and do what we know 

is right! We are not just leave our revenge to God, but also the forgiveness from 

others. 

 

Another question we have is…what if the situation gets worse? This can happen. 

The one we have offended has possibly been thinking bad things about us, how 

they might get even with us. Suddenly face with us wanting to make things right 

can cause the internal scales to go out of balance. 

 

In the Bible, David tried to put things right with King Saul and it only seemed to 

make matters worse. Sometimes we have to wait a while for God to break through. 

Sometimes that person may never accept our apology. That we must leave to them 

and to God. We must do what is right! 

 

What if it is impossible to be reconciled because the person in not contactable–

maybe even dead? Remember the story about David in the Bible. When David 

committed adultery with Bathseba and murdered her husband Urriah, when David 

came to the point of confession and needing forgiveness, Urriah was long dead. 

But, Nathan the prophet was there to listen to the king pour out his soul. And 

David sought God’s forgiveness. While we always need God’s forgiveness, 

sometimes it is only to God that we can go, and we must! 

 

Whether we are the OFFENDER or the OFFENDED the first step is always ours! 

Until one party stops and asks forgiveness the cycle of tension and unforgiveness 

and blame continues. When this happens in my house, usually my hubby Sung 

takes the courageous step—stop and say, “I am sorry.” At the moment, I say 

“Finally, you admit that you are wrong.” He just smiles and gives me a warm hug. 

Later when I reflect, I know that I did wrong to him also. I know he simply takes 

the first courageous step of reconciliation because he loves me more than I do, and 

he is more mature than I am.  

 

For forgiving us, God took the first courageous step—sending Jesus to us to suffer 

and die while we were yet sinner…while we did not even realize how we hurt God 

and others. God took the first step to reconcile with us. So, we are here and 

challenged by God.  

 

Would you be willing to take this courageous step of reconciliation—stop and say, 

“I am sorry.”? The answer is yours. Amen. 

 


